Land use change (LUC) is among the main anthropogenic disturbances in the global carbon cycle. Here 19 we present the model developments in a global dynamic vegetation model ORCHIDEE-MICT v8.4.2 for 20 a more realistic representation of LUC processes. First, we included gross land use change (primarily 21 shifting cultivation) and forest wood harvest in addition to net land use change. Second, we included sub-22 grid even-aged land cohorts to represent secondary forests and to keep track of the transient stage of 23 agricultural lands since LUC. Combination of these two features allows simulating shifting cultivation 24 with a rotation length involving mainly secondary forests instead of primary ones. Furthermore, a set of 25 decision rules regarding the land cohorts to be targeted in different LUC processes have been 26
grid even-aged land cohorts to represent secondary forests and to keep track of the transient stage of 23 agricultural lands since LUC. Combination of these two features allows simulating shifting cultivation 24 with a rotation length involving mainly secondary forests instead of primary ones. Furthermore, a set of 25 decision rules regarding the land cohorts to be targeted in different LUC processes have been 26
implemented. Idealized site-scale simulation has been performed for miombo woodlands in Southern 27
Africa assuming an annual land turnover rate of 5% grid cell area between forest and cropland. The result 28 shows that the model can correctly represent forest recovery and cohorts aging arising from agricultural 29 abandonment. Such a land turnover process, even though without a net change in land cover, yields 30 carbon emissions largely due to the imbalance between the fast release from forest clearing and the slow 31 uptake from agricultural abandonment. The simulation with sub-grid land cohorts gives lower emissions 32 than without, mainly because the cleared secondary forests have a lower biomass carbon stock than the 33 stored in the aboveground biomass is lost as CO 2 to the atmosphere. Such loss can occur within a few 48 years if fire is used in deforestation (Morton et al., 2008) , or more slowly through decomposition of the 49 slash left on the ground (Houghton, 1999) . Various products made from harvested wood, though, often 50 take a few decades to degrade and return the carbon to the atmosphere (Mason Earles et al., 2012) . In 51 addition, LUC changes the balance between litter input and heterotrophic respiration, resulting in changes 52 in soil organic carbon (SOC) (Don et is partly due to different forcing data used and initial carbon stocks simulated (Li et al., 2017) , but also 64 because of different implementations of LUC processes in dynamic global vegetation models (Prestele et 65 al., 2016) . Given the importance of understanding historical LUC emissions in projecting the future land-66 module prior to this study accounts for net transitions only (Piao et al., 2009a) and has been used in many 134 applications (e.g., CMIP5, http://icmc.ipsl.fr/index.php/cmip5; TRENDY, Sitch et al., 2015) . To simulate 135 historical land use change, a spin-up run is initiated with a given initial land cover map (i.e., a PFT map), 136
and then vegetation distribution is updated annually with prescribed PFT map time series during the 137 transient simulation. The LUC module simply compares grid cell fractions of different PFTs between the 138 current simulation year and the next year. Then twelve vegetative PFTs (all standard model PFTs 139 excluding the bare soil PFT) are separated into two groups with expanding versus contracting areas. 140
Carbon stocks and associated carbon fluxes on shrinking PFTs are displaced to expanding PFTs in 141 proportion to their respective surface increments. 142
Concept of gross transitions in relation to vegetation age structure 143
The numerical implementation of net transitions is straightforward. However, as explained in the 144 introduction, this scheme omits important sub-grid gross land use transitions. Figure 1 uses an exemplary 145 grid cell to illustrate the difference between the two LUC schemes: one accounting for net transitions only 146 (Fig. 1b) , and the other accounting for gross transitions but with no sub-grid cohorts ( Fig. 1c & 1d) . 147
Although the areas of forest and cropland after LUC are identical (Fig. 1b & 1d) , carbon stocks for the 148 same vegetation type (e.g., forest) are different between the two schemes. According to the net transition 149 scheme, the carbon stock of the final forest patch shown in Fig. 1b remains intact. But under the gross 150 scheme (Fig. 1d) , the post-LUC forest carbon stock is an area-weighted mean between the original forest 151 patch not being impacted by LUC, and the newly established forest with a low carbon density that results 152 from cropland abandonment. Consequently the carbon stock of the grid cell is expected to be smaller in 153 inclusion of sub-grid cohorts would allow not only the distinction between original intact forest and 159 newly established forest, but also allow distinguishing among different forest cohorts (e.g., primary 160 versus secondary forests) regarding which forest patch to be cleared for cropland. 161 162 Figure 2 illustrates a case where gross LUC is combined with sub-grid cohort representation in the model. 163
Here, multiple patches within a grid cell are used to represent cohorts of a single vegetation type but with 164 different ages since establishment. These cohorts often have different carbon stocks either due to different 165 lengths in carbon accumulation time (e.g., for forest) or due to different extents to which legacy soil 166 carbon is present (e.g., for croplands establishing on former forests). The areas subject to gross LUC 167 transition in Fig. 2a & 2b remain the same as in Fig. 1a (dashed red rectangles), but primary and 168 secondary forests are cleared in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b , respectively. Thus LUC emissions from clearing of 169 primary forest are expected to be higher due to its higher biomass stock. Correspondingly, the legacy soil 170 carbon stocks on the cohort of new cropland are also higher (shown in Fig. 2b & 2d) . 
Expansion of ORCHIDEE-MICT capacity to represent sub-grid vegetation cohorts 179
In order to simulate gross LUC combined with sub-grid vegetation cohorts as illustrated in Fig. 2 , we 180 expanded the ORCHIDEE-MICT capability to include sub-grid even-aged cohorts. This necessitates 181 multiple patches within a grid cell for a single PFT, which inherit most of the parameters from their 182 parent PFT (they still belong to the same PFT and thus are largely physically similar). These patches are 183 named here Cohort Functional Types (CFT), to be distinguished from the original plant functional types. 184
In this sense, the original PFTs actually become "meta-PFTs" which were named meta-classes (MTCs). 185
As subsequent land use changes generate differently aged CFTs, the computational demand will be 186 greatly increased. Hence, the number of CFTs within an MTC is limited to a user-defined number. 187 188 ORCHIDEE-trunk has a feature called "PFT externalization" which allows creating a user-specified new 189
PFT by inheriting its parameters from an existing one. A user can then modify specific parameters at their 190 convenience. Based on this feature, the ORCHIDEE-CAN branch (svn rev. = r2566; Naudts et al., 2015, 191 Page 2037) has developed representation of sub-grid forest age classes (i.e., equivalent to our CFTs here). 192
Each forest age class is an inheritance of a given forest MTC. There, the transitions from one age class to 193 another were defined by tree diameters. When a forest of a certain age class reaches its diameter limit, it 194 moves into the next age class, and is merged with the existing forest patch of that age class if there is one. ideally agricultural cohorts from different origins should be differentiated. However, to avoid inflating the 218 total number of cohorts and the associated computation demand, as a first attempt, we simply divide each 219 herbaceous MTC into two broad sub-grid cohorts according to their soil carbon stocks and without 220 considering their individual origins. We expect that such a parameterization can accommodate some 221 typical LUC processes, such as the conversion of forest to cropland where soil carbon usually decreases 222 with time, but not all LUC types (for instance, soil carbon stock increases when a forest is converted to a 223 pasture). The biomass or soil carbon thresholds that delineate different CFTs must be properly 224 parameterized in order to have sensible CFT segregation within different contexts of land use change. 225
This will be further detailed in the Sect 2.2.3. In practice, for single-site simulations, the parameterization 226 could be set up via a configuration file enumerating the thresholds for all CFTs. For regional applications, 227 an input file containing spatially explicit thresholds will be used. sapling biomass is only incorporated when the existing biomasses is virtually zero while a larger-than-254 zero ground coverage is prescribed. These features remain the same when sub-grid cohorts are used, i.e., 255 forest mortality or recruitment does not modify forest cohort ground coverage. In addition, forest 256 mortality and subsequent regeneration due to forest fires are handled in a similar manner. ORCHIDEE-257 MICT has integrated a prognostic fire module to simulate open grassland and forest fires arising from 258 both natural and anthropogenic ignitions (Yue et al., 2014) . Other forest disturbances, such as wind-259 throw, diseases and insect outbreaks, are not explicitly considered in ORCHIDEE-MICT. Because of 260 these reasons, after the spin-up, the only way to create secondary cohorts in the model is through land use 261
change. 262 263
When entering transient simulations with land use change, younger cohorts will begin to be created. From 264 a modeling perspective, the oldest cohorts in ORCHIDEEE-MICT are somewhat equivalent to the 265 primary lands (especially, the oldest forest cohorts are equivalent to primary forests), and other younger 266 cohorts are analogue to secondary lands. only LUC module, we separate the gross LUC areas into two additive terms: 'net change' equivalent to 289 the original net transition (prescribed by the matrix M net ), and 'land turnover' for the bi-directional equal 290 land fluxes between any pair of land cover types (prescribed by the matrix M turnover ). Similarly, the forest 291 harvest information is prescribed in a third matrix M harvest . For the moment, information for all the three 292 LUC types is provided as fraction of grid cell area. This is a deliberate choice, mainly for the convenience 293 of progressive stage-wise model development. We will come back to the influence of this choice within 294 the land use decision contexts in the Discussion section. 295
296
The key processes of the gross LUC module with CFTs are shown in Fig. 4 , comprising in total 6 steps. 297
The LUC module is called at the first day of each year. Input data are the three matrices. M net and M turnover 298 are both square matrices with a size of 4 by 4: 299
Eq (1) 300
Where the element F i >j denotes the land flux from land cover type i to j, with i, j being elements of the 301
T . The diagonal elements correspond to land fractions intact from any land use 302 transitions and are simply ignored in the LUC module. By definition, M turnover is a symmetric square 303 matrix. M harvest is a matrix with only two elements: harvest area from primary and secondary forests. 
313
When implementing LUC matrices, all information of land transitions between the four basic land cover 314 types must first be downscaled on the cohort tier (i.e., decision on which cohort is subjected to LUC) and 315 then on the CFT tier (i.e., how LUC-affected area is distributed among different comprising meta-classes 316 within each cohort, refer also to Fig. 3b ). This is achieved in Step 2 as shown in Fig. 4 . Because all the 317 newly established lands, regardless of their originating LUC process, must belong to the youngest CFT of 318 the MTCs that comprise the target land cover type, the ultimate outcome of Step 2 is a single (large) 319 matrix M nCFT, nMTC (nCFT = # of CFTs, nMTC = # of MTCs), which indicates the area transferred from 320 each CFT to the youngest cohort of the concerning MTC. The rules to convert LUC matrices into 321 components of M nCFT, nMTC depend on LUC types and will be explained in detail later. But as long as
Step 322 2 is done, the remaining steps are rather straightforward. 323
324
Step 3 handles forest wood collection (here 'collection' rather than 'harvest' is used, to avoid the 325 confusion with forest wood harvest which is a means of forest management), from forest being converted 326 to other land cover types, and forestry harvest (forest remaining forest). We assume that a certain fraction 327 of aboveground woody biomass (i.e., sapwood and heartwood) is lost as instant CO 2 flux into the 328 atmosphere (i.e., due to on-site disturbance), and that the remaining wood is collected as wood product 329 pools.
Step 4 involves the proper displacement of associated carbon stocks and fluxes from the donating 330
CFTs to the newly established (youngest) cohorts of MTCs, after wood collection. Notably, the legacy 331 carbon stocks in litter and soil collected from the donating CFTs are transferred to the newly established 332 youngest CFTs. Then in Step 5, each youngest CFT cohort is established and initialized, with its fraction 333 of grid-cell area being the sum of contributing areas given by each source CFT. Finally, in Step 6, a newly 334 established cohort is merged with the existing youngest CFT cohort if there is one. When merging stocks 335 or fluxes between the newly established and existing CFTs, an area-weighted mean approach is followed: 336
Where ! is the variable in question (e.g., leaf biomass, soil carbon stock etc.,), ! !"# and ! !"#$%#&' are the 338 values of the newly established patch and the existing patch before merging, respectively, and ! !"#$"% is 339 the value of the composite patch after merging. !"#! !"# and !"#! !"#$%#&' are patch areas of the newly 340 established and the existing patch, respectively. 341
342
We now return to Step 2, explaining the different rules used to build the M nCFT, nMTC components for 343 different LUC types. We start with M harvest by assuming that it precedes conversion of forest to other land 344 cover types (i.e., land turnover or net land use change). As is explained, the LUC module is designed to 345 receive externally prescribed harvest information, especially from the widely used LUH1 reconstruction 346 (Hurtt et al., 2011), rather than to determine harvest volume internally within in the model. The LUH1 347 distinguishes between harvests from primary and secondary forests and non-forest vegetation but in 348 ORCHIDEE only harvest from forests is considered. The harvest information is provided as both forest 349 area and harvested biomass in LUH1. Here we used the area information (a deliberate choice that will be 350 discussed in Sect. 4). Because of this, ensuring the consistency between the harvest area in the forcing and 351 that being actually realized in the model is an important consideration. Moreover, as we want to compare 352 simulated LUC impacts between the two model configurations with and without sub-grid cohorts, it is 353 necessary to ensure that exactly the same LUC area is realized in both configurations. This involves a set 354 of decision rules to properly allocate the prescribed harvest area into different forest cohorts (Table 2) . 355
356
Implementation of primary forest harvest is straightforward: we always start with the oldest cohort and 357 move sequentially downwards to younger ones if older cohorts are exhausted, until the prescribed harvest 358 demand is fulfilled ( (Table 2 ). This rule allows potential 363 temporal changes in harvested area to be accommodated, as explained in Fig. 5 . Under such a scheme, (1) 364 at the very beginning (after spin-up) and before the existence of any secondary forests, harvest will start 365 with the oldest cohort, i.e., corresponding to harvest of primary forests (sometimes, because of the 366 inconsistency between the input harvest information and existing forest cohort structure in the model, 367
"secondary" forest harvest could be prescribed for pixels where only primary forests exist in the model). 368 LUH1 reconstruction data. Based on these reports, we assume forest clearance for shifting cultivation to 388 occur primarily in secondary forests, and treat it similarly as secondary forest harvest when allocating the 389 prescribed LUC area into different cohorts ( Table 2 ). The only difference is that the destination land 390 cover remains forest in the case of forest harvest but is agricultural land in the case of shifting cultivation. 391
For all other land transfers in shifting cultivation (e.g., pasture to forest), we start exclusively from the 392 oldest cohort and move downwards to younger ones (Table 2 ). For net land use change, priority is again 393 given to older cohorts followed by younger ones (Table 2) . 394
Finally, we still need to downscale the LUC area in each cohort to its component CFTs. This is done by 396 allocating the LUC area in each cohort to its member CFTs in proportion to the existing area of each CFT. 397 2.1.5 LUC processes that remain unchanged in the model 398 ORCHIDEE simulates two wood product pools with a turnover length of 10 years and 100 years, 399 respectively. Fractions of aboveground woody biomass as instant on-site losses (F instant ), and entering into 400 the two wood product pools (F 10yr , F 100yr ) follow the values in the original net-transition-only LUC scheme 401 (Piao et al., 2009a) , as shown in Table 3 and F Wood will be the major fluxes to have influence on simulated E LUC . To facilitate the demonstration of 456 model behaviour, we refer to F Inst and F Wood collectively to as "LUC-associated direct fluxes" and their 457 variations will be examined in detail by using an idealized grid cell simulation. 458
459
The model developments presented here enable us to make two parallel simulations that include LUC: 460 with and without sub-grid age dynamics. Their simulated E LUC can thus be compared, to separate the 461 effect of including sub-grid age dynamics. Henceforth for briefness, we denote the simulation without 462 sub-grid age dynamics as S ageless , and the one with age dynamics as S age . 463
Idealized simulation on a single grid cell 464
We conducted an idealized grid cell simulation with prescribed land cover and LUC matrices, to compare 465 in detail the simulated carbon pools and fluxes between S age and S ageless . The geographical coordinates of 466 the simulation site are 9.25°S, 18.25°E at a 0.5° global grid, in the north of Angola, Africa, where the 467 miombo woodlands are known to be subject to practices of shifting cultivation. The ESA CCI land cover 468 
Simulation over Southern Africa 481
Subsequently, the model behaviour has been documented for a real-world case over the region of Table 4 . 499
500
Each forest MTC has six CFTs to represent six cohorts. The woody mass thresholds are set in a way that 501 they correspond roughly to the woody masses at ages of 3, 9, 15, 30, 50 years, and the mature or primary 502 forest (with an age greater than 50 years) during the spin-up simulation, respectively, for Cohort 1 to 503
Cohort 6 . The Cohort 3 with an age of 15 years is the primary target for secondary forest harvest and land 504 turnover (or shifting cultivation), corresponding to the mean residence time of 15 years of shifting 505 cultivation assumed in LUH1 data (Hurtt et al., 2011) . We set two CFTs for each herbaceous MTC with a 506 high and low soil carbon density, respectively. The CFT thresholds of soil carbon stock are the same for 507 all herbaceous MTCs. We first calculate the maximum soil carbon stock of all MTCs (including the forest 508 ones) at the end of spin-up for each grid cell, and cohort thresholds are then taken as this maximum value 509 and its 65% value. Because the energy balance in ORCHIDEE-MICT is resolved for the average of all 510
CFTs over a grid cell, and the hydrological balance is resolved for three sub-grid water columns (i.e. the 511 water column of bare soil, forest and herbaceous vegetation), we expect the factors influencing soil 512 carbon decomposition (e.g., soil temperature, soil moisture) to have little variation among CFTs of the 513 same MTC. This justifies the small number of herbaceous CFTs, for the sake of computation efficiency. 514
Overall, this feature of separating herbaceous MTCs into multiple cohorts is coded more as a "place 515
holder" for the current stage of model development rather than having solid scientific significance. Fully 516 tracking soil carbon stocks of different vegetation types and their transient changes following land use 517 change, would require a much larger number of cohorts than used in this study. 518 biomass accretion with time during the spin-up, but S age shows a succession of forest cohorts -with 527 biomass moving from one cohort to the next (Fig. 6a & 6b) . At the end of the spin-up, all biomass is 528 found in Cohort 6 (i.e., the oldest cohort), with an initial forest cover of 85%. 529
Results 519

Grid cell simulations with and without sub-grid forest age dynamics 520
Temporal patterns of biomass carbon stock during the spin-up and transient simulations 521
530
More differences emerge when entering the transient simulation. Aboveground biomass in S ageless shows 531 an initial sharp drop followed by a more gradual decline under constant land turnover, because biomass of 532 the single forest patch is constantly 'diluted' by merging with the new forest patch with a low biomass, 533 which is established as a result of land turnover (see also Fig. 1 ). Belowground biomass, however, shows 534 a corresponding initial drop but then slightly increases. Eventually, both above-and belowground 535 biomass stocks in S ageless reach a new equilibrium, which are lower than their values at the end of the spin-536 up. By contrast, in S age , the fraction of Cohort 6 declines with the start of the transient simulation because 537 of conversion to cropland. This decline continues until the 12 th year, after which the remaining Cohort 6 538 covers only 30% of the grid cell (Fig. 6h) . Younger cohorts are progressively created as forests restore 539 after shifting agriculture abandonment, with the Cohort 1 (i.e., the youngest one) appearing during the 540 initial 6 years after the start of LUC, after which its biomass is moved into Cohort 2 (Fig. 6c & 6d) . 541
Cohort 3 starts to appear at the 12 th year when biomass in Cohort 2 moves into it. Then its coverage declines 542 as this cohort, rather than Cohort 6 , is used as the source for shifting cropland, according to the model rule 543 that secondary forest is taken prior to primary forest in the land turnover (Fig. 5) . After the initial 15 years 544 (the rough age of Cohort 3 ), the fractions of Cohort 1 , Cohort 2 and Cohort 3 reach a dynamic stable state. As 545 Cohort 3 is being constantly converted to cropland, it has never developed into Cohort 4 or Cohort 5 . This 546 explains the zero fractions of these two latter cohorts in Fig. 6f & 6g . 547 548 While the aboveground biomass continuously grows during the spin-up, the belowground biomass first 549 increases with time and then slightly declines before reaching the equilibrium value. This is because 550 ORCHIDEE-MICT has a preferential allocation of NPP to belowground sapwood when forests are 551 young. The small decline in belowground biomass in the late spin-up stage thus results from an almost 552 stabilized NPP (under a big-leaf approximation), a reduced belowground allocation and a constant 553 mortality. Because of this feature, ORCHIDEE-MICT creates a higher belowground biomass in younger 554 forest cohorts (e.g., Cohort 2 and Cohort 3 in Fig. 6a & 6b) in S age than the single forest patch in S ageless in 555 the transient simulation. However, the aboveground biomass in younger Cohort 2 and Cohort 3 in S age is 556 lower than S ageless . The difference in biomass influences the simulated E LUC between these two 557 simulations, as we will discuss in detail later. 558
LUC-associated direct carbon fluxes 559
As shown in Fig. 7a , in S ageless , the instantaneous carbon flux resulting from LUC follows the same 560 temporal pattern than the aboveground biomass, as it is simulated as a fixed fraction of aboveground 561 woody mass (sapwood and heartwood) (see Sect. 2.1.5). In S age , for the initial 12 years, the Cohort 6 562 (undisturbed mature forest) is cleared, so that the instantaneous LUC carbon flux is higher than that in 563 S ageless (where the biomass of the single forest patch is reduced immediately when the land turnover 564 starts). After that, the instantaneous flux shows a stark drop in S age when the Cohort 3 enters the land 565 turnover. Since then until the end of the simulation, S age has kept a constantly lower instantaneous flux 566 than S ageless because the LUC-perturbed equilibrium biomass is higher in the latter case (Fig. 6a) . As a 567 fixed 10% of aboveground woody biomass enters the wood product pool with a 10-year turnover time, 568 delayed carbon emissions from wood products degradation in both simulations are smaller than the 569 instantaneous LUC carbon fluxes. They peak around the 12 th year after LUC and remain stable afterwards 570 (Fig. 7a) . Overall, S age has a higher LUC-associated direct carbon flux than S ageless for the first 12 years, 571 and a lower one afterwards (Fig. 7a) . The cross point for the cumulative LUC-associated direct fluxes 572 equal in S age and S ageless is around the 20 th year (Fig. 7b) . When summing over the whole simulation period 573 (100 years), the cumulative fluxes by S ageless is lower in S age by about 11 kg C m -2 , or ~110 g C m -2 yr -1
574
( Fig. 7b ) than S ageless . 575
LUC emission and its disaggregation into underlying component carbon fluxes 576
As defined in Eq (4), the net LUC carbon emission (E LUC ) is diagnosed as the difference in NBP between 577 the LUC simulation and the control one. Since NBP is further a composite flux determined by carbon 578 uptake and releases (Eq. 3), the difference in E LUC age and E LUC ageless can be disaggregated into the effect of 579 each underlying flux, which differs between the LUC simulation and the control simulation. First of all, S ageless (no age dynamics) simulates a larger magnitude (i.e., a larger absolute E LUC value) of 585 mean annual E LUC than S age (with age dynamics), by about 26 g C m -2 yr -1 . Second, for both simulations, 586 the simulated E LUC is an outcome of LUC-associated direct fluxes being compensated for by changes in 587 other fluxes, all of which have an effect to reduce E LUC in this example: NPP, heterotrophic respiration, 588 fire carbon emissions and agricultural harvest. 589 590 NPP is higher in LUC simulations than in the control. This is because young forests are established in the 591 former case (either by merging with existing forest patch or not), leading to a younger leaf age than in the 592 control simulation, which is parameterized to have a higher photosynthetic capacity than older leaves in 593 the model. This suggests the model can somewhat integrate the effect of recovering young forests or 594 intermediate-aged forests with a higher productivity than the old-growth forests, as reported by Tang et al. 595
(2014) using observation data. 596
597
Averaged over the LUC simulation period of 100 years, both S age and S ageless show lower heterotrophic 598 respiration (F HR ) than the control. This is because the biomass stock is lower in the LUC simulations 599 (despite a higher NPP, biomass turnover is accelerated due to site perturbation and wood collection in the 600 process of clearing forest for cropland), causing less litter input and less soil carbon stocks (data not 601 shown). The S age simulation shows a much smaller reduction in F HR , mainly because a higher 602 belowground litter is maintained, which results from a high belowground litter input out of land turnover, 603 driven by a high belowground biomass, as explained in Sect. 3.1.1 (Fig. 6a) . 604 605 Decreases in fire carbon emissions (F Fire , from prognostically simulated 'natural fires' but not 'land-606 clearing fires') in the LUC simulations in contrast with the control are because the aboveground litter 607
(dominant fuel for fires) is reduced by land turnover. Reductions in fire emissions, and reductions in 608 heterotrophic respiration, are thus driven by the same process, i.e., a reduction in aboveground standing 609 biomass. LUC simulations also result in lower agriculture harvest (F AH , from cropland) although there is 610 no change in the cropland area; this is due to lower biomass in young crop, as the crop harvest is assumed 611 as a constant fraction of the biomass turnover (i.e., routine mortality) at a daily time step. The lower crop 612 biomass in the LUC simulations here is because crop saplings are established on the first day of each 613 calendar year, right before the seasonal biomass peak for the southern hemisphere, which artificially 614 reduces the standing biomass. 615 616 Overall, the lower E LUC magnitude in S age is a result of the lower LUC-associated direct fluxes having 617 been partly compensated for by a higher heterotrophic respiration. The relative magnitudes between E LUC 618 age and E LUC ageless are dominated by these two fluxes, while other fluxes play a less important role. 619
Forest cohort area changes as a result of historical land use change over Southern Africa 620
One of the useful features of our model development is to account for sub-grid forest age dynamics as a 621 result of historical land use change, as illustrated in Fig. 9 for Southern Africa. When no land use change 622 is included (S0, the control simulation shown in light blue), the areas of all forest cohorts are constant 623 over time. Except that younger cohorts have a very small area (<0.1 Mkm 2 ) (Cohort 2 and Cohort 3 , 624 probably due to improper cohort thresholds on a very small number of grid cells), almost all forests are 625 found in Cohort 6 , which resembles mature forests. In S1 where only net land use change is considered, the 626 area of Cohort 6 decreases consistently over time due to conversion of forest to other land cover types (Fig.  627   9a) . Occasional increases in areas of other younger cohorts are also present, corresponding to the periods 628 when forest gain happens due to net land use change, for instance, afforestation or reforestation around 629 1700s and in the latter half of the 20 th century (Fig. 9a) . This is consistent with our rule that forest from 630 abandonment of agriculture is established in the youngest cohort (Fig. 5b -on the right) , and progressive 631 movement of forests from younger to older cohorts are also visible as the small waves in the curves of 632 Fig. 9b-f . 633
634
In the S2 simulation with both net land use change and land turnover, large areas of younger forests, in 635 particular of Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 , begin to appear as a result of continual creation of forests from land 636 turnover, and subsequent moving of forests from Cohort 1 to Cohort 2 . Their temporal changes over time 637 follow those of the forest area subject to land turnover, as shown in Fig. 9a (green dashed line) . The area 638 of Cohort 3 , however, does not see as much increase as in the two younger cohorts, because forests of 639 Cohort 3 are the primary target for clearance in land turnover and thus are incessantly converted back to 640 (shifting) agriculture. As a result, about half of mature forests (Cohort 6 ) are left intact from LUC by 2005 641 (Fig. 9h) . Most interestingly, when there is a decline in the turnover-impacted area around 1700s (the 642 green arrow in Fig. 9a ), a corresponding decline in the area of Cohort 1 is found because these forests 643 move into the next cohort. This pattern of decrease in the current cohort accompanied by the according 644 increase in the next one then propagates into other older cohorts with time, which results in a delayed 645 increase in Cohort 5 around 1750s (Fig. 9g) , and finally in Cohort 6 as well (but less prominent because of 646 its already large area). This demonstrates the model feature of older forest recovery in case of decreased 647 land turnover or wood harvest, as explained in Fig. 5b (right hand side) . Last, when we further include 648 such as wood harvest and net land cover changes are included, a more comprehensive LUC scheme 687 addressing gross change is missing (Naudts et al., 2015) . 688
689
The gross land use change combined with sub-grid cohorts presented here has shown some promising 690 results. We first confirmed that including gross land use change leads to additional carbon emissions. 691
However, these additional emissions tend to be overestimated when secondary forests are not explicitly 692 accounted for. The idealized grid cell simulation well explained the mechanism driving such 693 overestimation in S ageless simulations. The results presented here are closely linked with our model 694 parameterization and in particular, the decision rules regarding which forest cohorts to apply for specific 695 LUC processes (Table 2) . Land turnover and secondary forest harvest are parameterized to target 696 intermediate-aged cohorts as a priority. This is the core mechanism driving the lower LUC emissions 697 when sub-grid forest age structure is accounted for. 698
699
As a preliminary effort to demonstrate the model behaviour, the land turnover parameterization is heavily 700 tied with the input LUC forcing data (LUH1), so that the age of Cohort 3 (as the primary target for land 701 turnover) is set as ~15 years, following the assumed mean residence time of shifting cultivation in LUH1 702 data set (Hurtt et al., 2011) . The model simulations showed that this parameterization is crucial, because it 703 largely determines the rotation length in the model, and consequently, the amount of carbon stocks 704 subjected to LUC and the difference in estimated LUC emissions between the two model configurations 705 (S age and S ageless ). In this regard it should be noted that the information on rotational lengths of shifting 706 cultivation or forest harvest is spatially unbalanced and that at present no systematic global compilation 707 exists. The universal setting used in this study is due to the absence of such a compilation. In fact, 708 because the thresholds in woody mass to distinguish forest cohorts could be configured via a spatial map 709 in the model and such maps could vary among different years, and because the primary cohort target is 710 not hard-coded and can be parameterized as well, it is rather straightforward to apply temporally and 711 spatially different rotation lengths in the model. Such a feature is well considered in the model 712 development design and could be tested when information on spatially and temporally explicit forest 713 rotation lengths or associated biomass thresholds is available. 714
715
In the following paragraphs we will discuss the decisions that were marked as "deliberate" and their 716 potential impacts on modeled LUC stocks and fluxes. First, the LUC module developed is intended for 717 usage within DGVMs, and forced with external data sets that provide information on land flows between 718 different land cover types. It is not intended to supersede a land use change model per se, which simulates 719 land use change using other available social and economic information such as population, food demand, 720 wood demand, etc. (Hurtt et al., 2011) . In this sense, the LUC module implementation has to inevitably 721 take into account the details of information in forcing data that are available, and to reconcile the potential 722 mismatch between the model and forcing data. For example, the LUC module presented here can 723 accommodate forest wood harvest from primary and secondary forests when these two sources are 724 distinguished in the forcing data, but hierarchical decision rules are also made when the model and 725 forcing data disagrees (e.g., Fig. 5 ), such as that prescribed "secondary forest wood harvest" can actually 726 harvest a "primary forest" in the model if all younger cohorts are exhausted. 
Conclusions 760
We have presented new developments made in a global vegetation model, to include gross land use 761 change and forest wood harvest, in combination with explicit representation of sub-grid forest age 762 dynamics. Furthermore, a set of decision rules regarding the land cohorts to be targeted in different LUC 763 processes have been implemented. The presented simulation results are specific of the ORCHIDEE-764 MICT model, but the methods are generic for other DGVMs. We demonstrated through an idealized pixel 765 simulation that gross land use change leads to additional emissions but accounting for sub-grid land 766 cohorts yields lower emissions than not. Over the region of Southern Africa, the model is able to account 767 for changes in different forest cohort areas along with the temporal changes in different LUC processes, 768 including regrowth of old forests when LUC area decreases. Our developments provide the possibility to 769 account for forest demography when evaluating LUC impacts on global carbon cycle and climate. 770
Code availability 771
The source code for ORCHIDEE-MICT version 8. 
